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Sermon for August 13, 2017  
God is With Us  
Genesis 37:1-4, 12-28  
Matthew 14:22-33  
The Reverend Roger Pancost 

 

Over the years a number of people have told me that Peter is their favorite               
disciple. I believe the reason people like Peter so much is because he has character               
traits, and emotions, that many people can relate to. Peter is an earnest individual              
who wants to do the right thing. He is an individual who sometimes speaks before               
he thinks. He has a deep love of Jesus, but is continually confused by what Jesus is                 
teaching him. Peter promises loyalty to Jesus but falls asleep in Gethsemane and             
denies knowing Jesus after he has been arrested.  

In today’s reading from Matthew Peter expresses a human emotion that all            
of us can relate to…it is the emotion known as fear. This story takes place               
immediately following the feeding of the five thousand. For the first time Jesus             
sends the disciples ahead, while he goes up the mountain to pray alone. 

As the disciples are crossing the lake, a windstorm comes up and causes             
waves to batter their boat. It is easy to imagine the disciple’s fear as their tiny                
vessel is tossed about. At any point the boat could be swamped and the disciples               
would drown. 

But the thought of drowning is not the only thing that causes the disciples to               
be afraid. As they look across the roiling water they see Jesus walking towards              
them. They cry out in fear, saying, “It is a ghost!” 

After Jesus assures them of his identity, Peter responds by saying he would             
like to meet Jesus on the water. When Peter steps out of the boat to go to Jesus he                   
has the best intentions (as Peter always does.) Peter’s first steps go smoothly until              
he becomes aware of what is going on around him. The strong wind blowing              
across is his face is also churning the water below his feet. Peter becomes              
frightened, begins to sink, and cries out, “Lord, save me!” 

Whether you take this story to be literal, or symbolic, it offers a powerful              
message about fear. We don’t have to make our way across a stormy sea in order to                 
understand what fear feels like. In fact, I know that there are many people who are                
feeling fearful these days.  
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There is no question that there are many reasons to be afraid. The events              
happening in the larger world can lead to fear. Nations making threats with their              
nuclear weapons, melting ice caps, racism and other forms of hate, and political             
unrest, are just a few of the issues causing people to be afraid. 

In our personal lives there are things that cause us to be afraid. On any given                
day we may be filled with concern about someone we love, or about our own               
health. We may fear for the safety of our children or our elderly parents.  

Within this church there are fears that if we make a public pronouncement of              
support for minority groups, we may experience vandalism or be subject to hateful             
words. 

Fear can lead to a lot of unhealthy and dangerous behaviors. In the story of               
Joseph, we hear of a group of brothers who are afraid that their father doesn’t have                
enough love for all of his children. Their fear leads them to try and destroy their                
brother. 

In our world today there continue to be individuals who do damaging things             
because they fear there isn’t enough love, or resources, to go around. In some cases               
people do harm to others, in other cases they do harm to themselves.  

My experience with fear is that when it starts to take over my life I begin to                 
sink like Peter. Not into water, but into despair and a sense of helplessness.  

There are some who say that Peter began to sink into the water because he               
took his eyes off Jesus. Again, it doesn’t matter if you take this story to be a literal                  
retelling of an event, or something more symbolic, it provides a powerful message.             
For Peter to keep his eye on Jesus means having faith and hope in something               
greater than himself. It means trusting that God will be with Peter through all of the                
fearful events of his life.  

Biblical scholar, M. Eugene Boring, connects Peter’s experience to our own,           
saying, “Faith is not being able to walk on the water – only God can do that – but                   
daring to believe, in the face of all the evidence, that God is with us in the boat,                  
made real in the community of faith as it makes its way through the storm, battered                
by the waves.”  (New International Bible Commentary, Volume 8, p. 330) 

We can’t reach out and physically take hold of Jesus’ hand like Peter did,              
but we can face our fears with the hope of God’s presence. As Professor Boring               
points out, one of the ways in which we experience God’s presence is in the               
community of faith. When other people reach out to help us in our need, we are                
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given hope. We also find hope when we observe people living out their faith and               
working to make the world a better place. 

In a devotion titled, “Known, Named, and Unafraid,” biblical scholar,          
Walter Brueggemann, reminds us that faith and hope lead us from despair into             
action. Dr. Brueggemann speaks about what happens when faith empowers people           
to live unafraid, saying, 

“The unafraid are open to the neighbor, while the frightened are defending            
themselves from the neighbor. 

The unafraid are generous in the community, while the frightened, in their            
anxiety, must keep and store and accumulate, to make themselves safe. 

The unafraid commit acts of compassion and mercy, while the frightened do            
not notice those in need. 

The unafraid are committed to justice for the weak and the poor, while the              
frightened see them only as a threat. 

The unafraid pray in the morning, care through the day, and rejoice at night              
in thanks and praise, while the frightened are endlessly restless and dissatisfied.”  

(Devotions for Lent: A Way Other Than Our Own, Walter Brueggemann, Westminster, John Knox Press, p. 61) 

This is the life that the disciple Peter eventually embraced. This individual,            
who was once filled with fear, was transformed by faith. In the early days of the                
Christian Church Peter demonstrated great courage as he gathered a faltering group            
of believers and fearlessly preached in the streets of Jerusalem. Peter reached out in              
compassion to others, and boldly proclaimed a message of inclusion. Tradition           
suggests that Peter was so courageous that he was martyred because of his faith. 

Following the example of Peter means acknowledging that there is a great            
deal to be afraid of in this world. It involves asking for God’s help in facing these                 
fears. And then, reaching out to others with a generous spirit, working for justice,              
and being filled with gratitude for God’s loving-presence. Amen 

 


